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OTB 19/20 

 
Club Secretary – Greg  9682 7779   President  – Peter  9632 9203 

 
Interested in sponsoring a team or advertising in this newsletter? – call one of the above numbers. 
 

 

www.mccredie.org.au/soccer 
 

Like us by clicking the Facebook symbol 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

RAIN – WHAT TO DO 
It’s raining, it’s Saturday!!  Is the game on?? 

 
Your manager will know if the game is on, give them a call.  Very rarely is a decision made before Friday evening.  If I have not called your 

manager, the game is on, even if it is raining! 
 

Most often games will still be on so do not just stay at home, you will be letting your child's team down!!! 
 

It’s raining and it’s training tonight!!  Is training on?? 
 

If the ground is closed you cannot train, even if it’s not raining!!  Parents and players call the manager or coach. 
 

Granville Park is in Cumberland Council – wet weather line 8757 9025 

______________________________________________ 

http://www.mccredie.org.au/soccer
https://www.facebook.com/groups/12206139349/
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Results  

Thursday 17th September 2020 
 

Premier Reserves vs St Matthews Baulkham Hills  won on forfeit 
 
Premier League  vs St Matthews Baulkham Hills  won on forfeit 
 

Saturday 19th September 2020 
 

U6 Red   vs OLQP Falcons White  4 - 1 
The last time we played OLQP white we won comfortably with a score of 7-0, however today proved differently 
especially in the first half where the opposition has improved immensely and challenging us really strongly and 
were the first to score. Our kids held strong and kept attacking, when an opportunity presented itself Sonic Eden 
was in the perfect position to score his first goal of the season. Well done Eden! Charbel was always entertaining 
to watch when in goals in the first half and on the field. Dieb had a much improved game with a few good stops, 
while Wasim let no goals through in the 2nd half while contributing on the field in the first half. Abdul is a tough 
little munchkin, bouncing back very strongly even after accidentally copping a falcon from one of Josh's many 
strong kicks. Ibby had a fantastic game today scoring 2 excellent goals beating a lot of defenders and could have 
gotten another if the opposition didn't insist on holding his hands and physically escorting him while he was 
running to goals. But the goal of the game came from an excellent passage of play where Josh attracted plenty of 
OLQP players before crossing the ball (that's right, it was an EPL style cross) over the top of the opposition which 
found Aidan at the other end, receiving the ball at half volley and sending the ball pass the keeper into the top 
right of goal. This happened in an U6 game! OMG! 

Great game from a great group of kids today. 
Goal scorers: Ibrahim Ali Tekirdag 2, Eden Cicchini 1, Aidan Lu 1 
 
U6 White  vs Bye 
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U7 Red   vs OLQP Falcons White  5 – 1 

 
The Reds put on quite a performance today. The teamwork was outstanding, best passing we have seen all year, it 
was beautiful to watch. Not one person was selfish with the ball and everyone had a go.  The opposition was tough 
and it was a game up and down the field. Ali did amazing and scored 3 goals, at one point he had 5 people against 
him and still scored, all I kept hearing from the olqp coach was mark him and dont let him shoot.  Ghani 
volunteered for goalkeeper and although not much action he did save 1, on the field he did great too.  Yasmine 
was goalie in second half and it was unfortunate that it was a goal, due to her catching it and dropping it just 
behind the line, unlucky but she did really well In goals and on field. Utkrist was assisting everyone, setting up 
plays and being a great team player.  Noah is able to get the ball from defence all the way up to our strikers which 
saved us multiple times and his defence was superb, the opposition didn’t get past him often.  Mawien had so 
many opportunities to score and holding the ball a little too long missed it. He did however score off a very smart 
play and was very good with his dribbling around players and setting up plays for his teammates.  Aleena was out 
of goals the whole game and she was determined to work hard, she wasn't afraid to take on the opposition to win 
the ball back and made some nice passes. Zakariah had his best game, he was in almost every tackle, attacking and 
defending and scored through sheer determination not to give up and keep trying when the ball kept rebounding 
off players near the goal. He made such a difference. We didn’t have player of the match because the team was a 
solid unit today and the best part was that all of the kids had fun and that's the whole point right  

       

Goal scorers - Ali Dbouk 3, Mawien Deng 1, Zakariah Ali 1 
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U7 White  vs OLQP Falcons Blue   2 – 2 

 
The team has been really pumped up for the game as Zayd said it’s the only team that has won against us the 
whole season. Isaac had some really good shot and did manage to score 2 goals. We had plenty of opportunities 
but luck was not on our side and by the final whistle we drew.  Good play by the whole team and a really big 
improvement. 

Goal scorer - Isaac Ibrahim 2 
 

U8 Red   vs OLQP Falcons White   2 - 2 

Competitive and exciting game today. Good start with Jacob scoring a goal. A good Goalkeeper and a Forward. 
Thomas was hungry for scoring goals today, he scored a goal towards the end and saved the team from losing. 
Thomas had many attempts today. We had 2 goals not counted as hand ball and offside. Taha saved a lot of goals, 
a very good Goalkeeper too.  Aakash did good defence and showed some ball possession skills. Xavier and Yousef 
did great job in the Mid. MJ and Kobi showed great improvement in ball control and kicking. Omid learned some 
Goalkeeper skills in the first half. The team has improved a lot. Good job coach Lawrence.  
Goal scorers – Thomas Fisher 1, Jacob Nahas 1 
 
U8 White  vs Bye 
 
U8-10 Girls  vs Bye 
  

U9 Red   vs Lidcombe Churches   3 - 0 
This has been our best game played so far! Everyone was lacking energy in the first half but picked up their game 
in the second. The passing, running, chasing and defence was awesome. Ameer was passing and positioned 
himself well to support the other strikers. He scored our first early goal when he managed to dribble and shoot 
accurately into the nets! The extra training must be paying off.  Antonio stepped up and made some great clears in 
midfield. Jayden woke up in the second half to chase and attack our opposition. Jawad and Kevin played excellent 
defence, not letting their players through. Logan kept clearing the balls with his power kicks, keeping the ball in 
the right side of field. Sebasjin, our star keeper, kept our opposition's score at zero with his great goal saves. Our 
U8 subs played extremely well today. Emaan and Jeremias utilised important team work and their strength as 
strikers, each scoring a goal in the second half. John made an incredible run up alongside the field from his 
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defence position, almost scoring a close goal. Thank you so much for assisting today boys! Each and every one of 
the kids played so well, coach was unable to pick a single stand out player of the match. Let's put this game play in 
repeat for the next fortnight! 
Goal scorers: Ameer Khan 1, Emaan Davodi 1, Jeremias Ezenwa-Ndukaku 1 
 
U9 White  vs OLQP Falcons Blue   3 – 1 

 
Today we were prepared and knew that it would be a challenging game playing a team that we lost once to. But 
that made the boys want to fight harder to secure their win. The boys all played a key roll in the game and made 
sure we were on guard. If one would mess up, back up was always there to fill in. Half time came and we were up 
2-0. Second half got more challenging and parents on the sideline getting frustrated as the referee kept missing all 
the hand balls by the opponent. But that just drove the boys to push harder and Julian nearly scoring another goal 
to be touched by the opponent keeper to be an own goal. The pressure between the teams could be seen but the 
boys held on until the last minute when the Falcons finally were able to get through our defence and scored. 
Overall great game played and a win well deserved. Well done boys, keep it up. 
MOM: Julian Azar 
Goal scorers: Julian Azar 1, Ali Abbas Syed 1, own goal 1. 
 
U10 Red  vs McCredie White   0 - 0 
Woo hoo! U10reds were all present today. The teams were evenly matched.  The whites attacked early as they 
had the advantage of running down hill.  They were spread out, whilst we were clumping again.  Defenders 
managed to shut down their attacks.  Goalie Stefan kept his cool during penalty kicks. Second half was heaps 
better as the Reds put pressure on.  Zain, Michael, Brandon came close to scoring, but no banana.  Players still 
need to learn to keep their hands down and need to work on penaly kicks.  Good effort boys, just need to finish 
the attacks.  Player of match - Michael who showed good dribbling skills when he came all the way from the back, 
dodged around defenders, lost the ball but won it back and nearly scored.  Coach's encouragement award - 
Gethyn for challenging and winning the ball 
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U10 White  vs McCredie Red    0 – 0 
Our previous games with the Reds were always neck and neck so we knew we had our work cut out for us. The 
usual challenge of less players again haunted us as we started with only eight players. Fortunately, a few arrived 
shortly after kick off to give the team a boost. There was no splitting the two teams as we both gave it our all. It 
was like we turned up knowing each other's game plans. We defended hard and deep into our half a number of 
times. Soon the roles were reversed and we were attacking their goals with opportunities presenting itself but 
sadly not consolidating our chances.  It remained that way the whole of the first half and again in the second half 
with the game finishing at 0-0.  We felt an improvement since our last meet so the team walked away happy with 
its performance.  
 
U10 Onyx  vs Wentworthville Uniting Gold  6 – 0 
Today we started off not doing the simple things right; we dribbled too much, we were kicking the ball into the 
middle in defence and we were not passing to our team. However, with all this happening, we still entered the 
break with a 2-0 lead thanks to Aaron’s clinical finish up front and Jason’s free kick from 25 metres out that went 
straight in. At halftime, I said that if we fix these mistakes and play to our potential, we can easily score 4 more. 
So, what happened? We scored 4 in the second half and walked away very happy beating the second placed team.   
Goal scorers – Aaron Kidane 3, Nik Dimitriou 2, Jason Azar 1  
    

U11   vs Kings Old Boys    3 - 0 

We won, yay!  We came out a bit slow in the first half but our second half we came out swinging. Well done Ricky 
on your first goal and earning player of the match! 
Goal Scorers: Sunday Makuendit 2, Ricky Pokhrel 1 
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U11-13 Girls  vs OLQP Falcons    4 – 0 

 
We switched up the positions today to see how some of our defence would handle the pressure of being upfront.  
Olivia was unsure at first, once she got her confidence she was ready to take shots which she did, leading to her 
first goal. Renee supported upfront too, making some nice plays . Sarah and Georgia were solid in defence, the few 
times the opposition came anywhere close to our half they wouldn't let them through. Abak did not thought the 
ball today being goalie unfortunately, however a good chance to see the game from another perspective.  Our 
midfield was strong, first half Lucy and Huda cleaned up everything, Huda scored 2 goals too. Second half Kaskade 
came on and was really confident, through her hard work she scored her first goal. Marwa tried her best in 
defence. Aroha was defending first half and would shoot from defence and it would go too far past the goals, her 
speed was unmatched and when she was put up front ,she took shots ,just missing each time but great effort from 
her today.  Our player of the match was Rianna, normally our super defender she was put as striker, she was in 
everything, chasing down every ball she could and tried over and over again to score. Her never give work ethic 
and great attitude was even more evident today.  Great game in preparation for the next one which is sure to be a 
tough one. 
Goal scorers - Huda Alsankari 2, Olivia Taliauli, Kaskade Delaney 1 
 

U12   vs Greystanes FC    6 - 1 

Strong first half, scoring four goals to be 4-0 at half time, but we got a bit cocky in the 2nd half and let them score 
one on us. We scored two more goals to round off the win 6-1. We just need to remember to play every single 
game to the best of our ability.  Mirwais was player of the match for his amazing defence! 
Goal scorers: Xavier Kaarsberg 3, Sunday Makuendit 2, Jamil Alqass 1 
    

U13   vs Rydalmere    6 - 3 
Today was so much better. Today we actually played as a team and passed the ball well. A beautiful goal from 
Stella got the game going and lifted everyone's spirits. An unlucky rebound from the post into Lachlan's head saw 
Rydalmere counter but we didn't give up. Our defence today was great with special mentions to Dylan who really 
tackled well.   The team proved today that when they want to play as a team and pass the ball we can play well.  
Goal Scorers - Hussain Mirzaei 2, Hassan Mirzaei 2, Stella Fitzpatrick 1, Simon Elzain 1  
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U14   vs Pendle Hill Tigers   1 - 3 
We lost to a more determined Pendle Hill side that wanted to win today and it showed in the way they played. 
They fought for every ball. They moved to the ball first. I hope we have learnt something from them today and 
take that into the finals with us.   Anthony and Dylan worked hard to clear the ball and JP had a good day in goals 
with an injury.  
Goal scorer – Ali Sina Karimi 1 
 
U16   vs Rydalmere FC    0 – 11 
A couple of injuries, some positions shifted around and extra holes appear.  We actually started pretty well and 
Abu had some nice runs through midfield (being released from goal keeping today).  But to be honest nobody 
could look in the mirror and say “I played my best” today. 
 
U17   vs Greystanes FC Red   5 – 3 
Having the comp broken up into playing the rest of the top 4 is the best thing that could have happened for us. 
Over the years, we step up against the big teams so I was excited to see how well the boys could play today. That 
being said, we were sluggish to start as Greystanes gave us everything they had for the first 25 minutes. However, 
we scored against the run of play which settled our boys and deflated Greystanes. A second was scored before 
entering halftime. 10 minutes into the second half and Greystanes had not scored just once but twice which was 
frustrating. Unfortunately for Greystanes, we stepped it up and scored 3 more in the next 20 minutes. A third 
consolation goal was scored with 5 to go giving us a 5-3 result. Man of the match was Krish today who played the 
best game of his life (and I have coached him for 5 years!). Scored 2 and set up another 2 which is awesome to 
see; hopefully this can be carried on into finals time.    
Goal scorers - Krish Shrestha 2, Ibrahim Koroma 1, Robert Dennis 1, Mohammed Naseri 1  
 
Premier Reserves vs Kings Old Boys    0 - 1 
A heart wrenching loss to take for the team after grinding so hard and dominating the game for long stretches. 
Unfortunately, that's football. Games can swing on individual moments and we were in the wrong end of that this 
week. shout out to our goal keeper Darren who kept us in the game with a string of great saves. With a top four 
birth still on the cards, lots of work still to be done in the coming weeks. 
 
Premier League vs Kings Old Boys    2 - 1 
A super performance from the team from front to back. The lads are really beginning to see the outcomes that 
we're able to achieve if we play cohesively. Maximum points from the last 2 rounds leaves the door open for a 
possible second place finish. Hitting form at the right time. 
Goal scorer – William Wark 2       

 

 
Sunday 20th September 2020 

 

Competition Round  
 

U12   vs Granville Waratah   2 - 3 

We were the better team today and it's unfortunate that the score doesn't reflect that. Great work across the field 
and everyone played really well. Joey, William and Benton played a fantastic game in defence; Ali Sena, Aiden, 
Jamil and Akram held the midfield well and Sunday and Xavier worked hard up front to score our goals.  Aiden was 
unlucky not score a goal and Adam was awesome in goals saving them. 
Goal Scorers: Xavier Kaarsberg 1, Sunday Makuendit 1 
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U13   vs Auburn District   1 - 2 
Today was not our best game and the rain didn't help. An unlucky call of a hand ball in the box saw Auburn score 
first. We fought well and defended well but missed too many opportunities again.  We managed to level the score 
in the second half but not wanting to clear the ball in the last 10 mins and getting in the goal keeper way saw 
Auburn score right in the final whistle to lose 2-1. 
Goal Scorer – Alex Rusu 1 
 
U14   vs Granville Waratah   1 – 0 
What a difference a day makes. Such a good game to watch. The boys played hard and fought well. The defence 
shut down every play. Midfield stepped up in the 2nd half. Some great play and passes made by all and a well 
placed shot at goal from outside the box in the 50th minute saw Joshua bag the only goal of the day.  
Goal scorer - Joshua Depares 1 
 
U16   vs Toongabbie Demons White  won on forfeit 
 
U17   vs Greystanes FC Black   4 – 1 
What a strong statement to send to Greystanes and the other teams that will have to play us in the semis. We 
were terrific in defence, very smart and decisive in the midfield and clinical up front. Three players stood out for 
me today; Jackson was tireless in defence, Matin played his best game of the season by making intelligent plays 
and Robert was Mr Everywhere Man constantly pressing their defenders and finishing a clinical break away. 
Special mention has to go to Abulfazal who beat the keeper, faked the shot and fooled a defender and then calmly 
passed it into the back of the net in the opposite direction to a second defender in the dying seconds of the game.  
Goal scorers – Ibrahim Koroma 1, Robert Dennis 1, Krish Shrestha 1, Abulfazal Mirzaei 1 
 
All Age Ladies  vs Pendle Hill Tigers   2 – 0 
A must win game against the team running third and the girls were up for it.  Kiwi started us off by controlling the 
midfield and we never looked back.  Laura, Katrina, Shaka and Jenna were all outstanding.  We managed our subs 
and our injuries and got through the game without too much fuss.  The way we protected our 2-0 half time lead 
was outstanding.   
Goal scorer – Katrina Tamano 2 
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Saturday 26th September 2020 
 
U6 Red   vs OLQP Falcons White  at Everley (mini)   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    10.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 9.30am) 
 
U6 White  vs OLQP Falcons Blue  at Daniel St 2   (Daniel St., Greystanes) 
    9.00am Kickoff   (meet at Daniel at 8.30am) 
   
U7 Red   vs Lidcombe Churches  at Everley (mini)   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    11.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 10.30am)   (dismantle field) 
 
U7 White  vs Wentworthville Uniting  at Freame (mini)   (Rees St., Mays Hill) 
    9.00am Kickoff   (meet at Freame at 8.30am)      
    
U8 Red   vs Bye 
  
U8 White  vs Wentworthville Uniting  at Everley  4   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    12.00pm Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 11.30am)   (dismantle field) 
 
U8-10 Girls  vs Wenty Saints Purple  at Everley (mini)   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    9.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 8.15am to set up field)  
 
U9 Red   vs OLQP Falcons White  at Everley 4   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    9.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 8.15am to set up field)  
 
U9 White  vs Kings Old Boys   at Homelands    (Homelands Ave., Telopea) 
    10.00am Kickoff (meet at Homelands at 9.30am) 
  
U10 Red   vs Wentworthville Uniting Blue at Freame   (Rees St., Mays Hill) 
    10.00am Kickoff   (meet at Freame at 9.30am) 
 
U10 White  vs Wentworthville Uniting Gold at Everley  4   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    11.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 10.30am)   
   
U10 Onyx  vs Western Sydney Westeroos at Everley  4   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    10.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 9.30am)    
    
U11   vs Wentworthville Uniting  at Everley  2   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    12.00pm Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 11.30am)   (dismantle field) 
    
U11-13 Girls  vs Bye 
 
U12   vs Wentworthville Uniting  at Everley 2   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    9.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 8.00am to set up field)  
    
U13   vs Greystanes FC   at Everley 1   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    10.00am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 9.00am to set up field)  
 
U14   vs Merrylands SFC   at King Park   (Newman St., Merrylands) 
    3.00pm Kickoff   (meet at King at 2.30pm)    
 
U16   vs Regents Park   at Princes 2   (Princes Rd., Auburn) 
    1.30pm Kickoff   (meet at Princes at 12.45pm)  
 
U17   vs Auburn FC   at Everley 1   (Everley Rd., South Granville) 
    11.20am Kickoff   (meet at Everley at 10.40am)   (dismantle field)  
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Premier League  vs St Matthews Baulkham Hills at Greenup   (Cecil Ave., Castle Hill) 
   (Reserves kick off at 1.15pm, First Kickoff at 3.15pm) (Meet at Greenup at 12.45pm)  

        
 

Sunday 27th September 2020 
 

Competition Round  
 

 
All Age Ladies  vs Rydalmere   at Freame   (Rees St., Mays Hill) 
    11.00am Kickoff   (meet at Freame at 10.15am) 
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Team Coaches and Managers contact details 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEAM   Phone 

U6 RED Mathew Lu Manager 0402 872 478 

U6 RED Francois Azar Coach 0400 559 966 

U6 WHITE Nina Livingstone Manager 0414 229 382 

U6 WHITE Joel Carder Coach  

U7 RED Andrew Elzain Coach 0451 351 651 

U7 RED Tahlia McCabe Manager 0432 384 048 

U7 WHITE Victor Uno Manager 0449 670 733 

U7 WHITE Tito Jimenez Coach 0402 032 858  

U8 RED  Tilak Gurung Manager 0413 337 166 

U8 RED  Lawrence Kurdi Coach 0400 470 261 

U8 WHITE Sharon Commodore Manager 0415 140 086 

U8 WHITE Peter Sultana Coach 0413 318 962 

U9 RED Mabel Chen Manager 0434 824 555 

U9 RED Alex Chen Coach 0413 518 123 

U9 WHITE Vera El-Khoury Manager 0412 283 245 

U9 WHITE Claudio Cicchini Coach 0412 583 467 

U8-10 Girls  Nancy Hadidi Manager 0414 536 682 

U8-10 Girls Mika Oo Coach 0431 750 204 

U10 RED Jennifer Griffiths Manager 0466 099 036 
U10 RED Glenn Dick Coach 0434 885 877 

U10 WHITE Souraya Farah Manager 0400 123 484 

U10 WHITE Henry Tangi Coach 0450 631 567 

U10 ONYX William Wark Coach 0468 311 297 

U10 ONYX Tom Wark Coach 0410 354 837 

U11   Sarah Dubois Manager 0435 820 232 

U11  Elise Burrows Coach 0419 475 888 

U12  Elise Burrows Manager 0419 475 888 

U12  Sarah Dubois Coach 0435 820 232 

U11 – 13 GIRLS Tahlia McCabe Manager 0432 384 048 

U11 – 13 GIRLS Peter Sultana Coach 0413 318 962 

U13  Michelle Allen Manager 0401 653 988 

U13  Darren Allen Coach 0422 083 173 

U14 Hendrika Sharwood Manager 0420 831 960 

U14 Mirwais Waseeq Coach 0411 693 874 
U14 Louis Dolores Coach 0413 646 755 

U16 Salma Germanos Manager 0415 137 733 

U16 Greg Wark Coach 9682 7779 

U17/1 Tim Booker Manager 0425 369 138  
U17/1 William Wark Coach 0468 311 297 

Premier League Ayon Anwar Coach 0433 295 207 

Premier League Adem Stevens Manager 0405 369 064 

Premier League William Wark Manager 0468 311 297 

All Age Ladies Hendrika Sharwood Manager 0420 831 960 

All Age Ladies Greg Wark Coach 9682 7779 
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 The canteen at Everley can help with all of your uniform needs 

 
 

    
 
          Socks - $12   Shorts $28 
    All sizes available 
 

 

 

 


